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SUMMARY 
 
 
 This report, based on research in unclassified written sources as well as 
interviews with fourteen high-ranking military and civilian experts, assesses 
the possible contributions of a no-fly zone to the resolution of the Darfur 
question. It discusses three possible functions of these zones and considers six 
possible missions, which could make use of these functions. The impact upon 
mission choice of UNSC Resolution 1769, the effectiveness of which is 
critically analyzed, also receives attention. 
  
 After comparing two possible enforcement modes, retaliation against 
aircraft at their bases or interception while engaged in hostile activity, the 
report turns to political factors that will shape mission choice, especially the 
goals of the major actors. A consideration of the objectives of the GoS, the 
dynamics driving its policy, and the ways it will continue to resist attempts to 
limit its destructive policies is followed by an analysis of the objectives of the 
Opposition Groups and of Other Darfuris. 
  
 The report then examines ten objectives that might be chosen by the third 
set of actors, the Intervening Parties such as NATO, the UN, or the AU. Four of 
these are directed to stabilization, six to ending the genocide.  
  
 After assessing five major objections to the implementation of a no-fly 
zone, the report examines feasibility matters as well as strategic and tactical 
questions to be considered in the search for successful implementation.  
  
 The report concludes by stressing the importance of the integration of a no-
fly zone with other measures intended to change GoS behavior and with 
overall political objectives. A fully resourced Joint Planning Committee is 
proposed in order to accomplish such integration. 
 
1. Mission #2, an “air occupation” no-fly zone in advance of any deployment 

of UN forces, appears to be the mission that will most quickly support the 
achievement of Intervening Parties' objectives. 

 
2. Any “dual key” inclusion of AU or UN officials in daily enforcement 

actions taken by the NFZ coalition aircraft presents a major threat to the 
successful operation of the zone.  

 
3. Mission clarity must be established before any effective implementation 

and must be matched up with the overall political objectives of the 
intervening Parties as well as with rules of engagement given to pilots and 
ground forces. 
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 Proposals for no-fly zones (NFZs) have been part of the national and 
international conversation about Darfur since early 2004.1 A provision for a “ban 
on offensive flights” appears in the Darfur Peace Agreement draft of 5 May 2006. 
In its 12 October 2006 report “Getting the UN into Darfur,” the International 
Crisis Group asked for “planning to enforce a no-fly zone over Darfur by French 
and US assets in the region, with NATO support.” On 29 May 2007 Reuters 
quoted President Bush as saying that the new program of sanctions announced 
that day “will prohibit the Sudanese government from conducting any military 
flights over Darfur.” On 28 June Senator Hillary Clinton suggested a no-fly zone 
that would be “blanketed over Darfur and be focused on the air support the 
Sudanese provide to the Janjaweed as they rape and pillage their way through 
villages.” On 29 July Prime Minister Tony Blair, speaking in Berlin, described the 
Darfur situation as “intolerable” and said: “We need to consider a no-fly zone to 
prevent the use of Sudanese air power against refugees and displaced people.” 
 
 Meanwhile, in the week after the conclusion of the Arusha meetings between 
AU and UN officials and several rebel leaders, international observers confirmed 
that the GoS bombed at least four villages during heavy fighting in the area near 
Adila in southern Darfur. A JEM leader claimed that his group shot down a 
government Mig-29 that had been taking part in the bombing. 
 
 
 The No-Fly Zone Defined 
 
 In military parlance the term “no-fly zone” is used to describe a “physical area 
of a nation that is patrolled using airpower of another sovereign state or 
coalition.” Such a zone is used to “deny an enemy the use of a designated 
airspace or to monitor enemy ground positions and movements within or just 
outside it in order to act against emerging threats, either alone or in cooperation 
with friendly forces.”2 
 
 
 Previous Cases 
 
 NFZs fulfilling this definition have been implemented in the following 
locations: 
 

1. Bosnia. Operation DENY FLIGHT. March 1993 to December 1995. 
Authorized by UN Security Council Resolution 816. Coordinated with 
Operation DELIBERATE FORCE, August to September 1995. 

 
                                                
1 Seven high-level military experts and seven high-level civilian experts from five 
countries were consulted in the preparation of this third NFZ report. 
2 Alexander Benard, “Lessons from Iraq and Bosnia on the Theory and Practice of No-fly 
Zones,” Journal of Strategic Studies, 27:3 (Sept, 2004), 455. An article of fundamental 
importance for this report. 
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2. Iraq. Operation PROVIDE COMFORT. May 1991 to December 1996. UN 
Resolution 688. UN did not have operational role in implementation. 

 
3. Iraq. Operation NORTHERN WATCH. January 1997 to March 2003. 

 
4. Iraq. Operation SOUTHERN WATCH. August 1992 - March 2003 

 
 Additional useful information concerning aspects of the operation of NFZs 
can be obtained from the study of the Kosovo intervention and USAF operations 
in Iraq and Somalia. The experts we consulted as sources for this report made 
frequent reference to these cases. 
 
 
 Functions of No-Fly Zones 
 
 
 1. Air Deterrent  
 
 As will be discussed below, the GoS leadership has three principal incentives 
to carry out military actions, widely characterized as genocidal, against civilians 
and armed opposition groups in Darfur. To date the proposed or enacted policies 
such as admonitory UN resolutions, international condemnations of various 
sorts, the proposed dispatch of peacekeeping troops, and proposed or enacted 
economic sanctions have not produced a credible threat of actions that would 
provide a sufficient countervailing disincentive. The appearance of surveillance 
planes or drones in a declared NFZ could, in theory, provide such evidence of 
commitment. It could thus act as a deterrent to further GoS military action. 
 
 Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad has stated, moreover, that his experience in 
Afghanistan indicates that a program of noisy overflights could have a 
psychological impact that would reinforce the impact of the surveillance flights 
or the initial declaration of the zone. 
 
 Nevertheless, the GoS’ continued bombing of civilians, pursued with only 

occasional pauses since the middle of 2003, coupled with its continued transfer of 
arms and weapons systems into Darfur in violation of UN regulations, suggests 
that deterrence has already failed. 
 
 
 2. Air Cover  
 
 In the event that peacekeeping or peacemaking forces are already on the 

ground in the designated zone, air action by units coordinating with these forces 
can render the airspace above these units free from hostile air activity while at the 
same time providing support for ground actions carried out in keeping with 
peacekeeping or peacemaking missions. Twenty-three thousand NATO forces on 
the ground in northern Iraq, coordinating closely with NATO aircraft overhead, 
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were judged an essential element in the success of PROVIDE COMFORT.3 In 
virtually all his statements about the desired deployment of UN-sponsored troops 
to Darfur, Kofi Annan referred to these troops’ need for “close air support.” 
Forward air controllers to call in supporting strikes could be attached to the UN 
forces conducting the ground operations. The Afghan experience suggests, 
however, that, at least in the case of the US Air Force, FACs must be from the 
same country as the aircraft making the strike or a very close and tested ally. They 
also operate best when “integrated” into the main ground force. 
 
 A program of “noisy overflights” could also be used in an air cover operation 

by the modifying the enforcing aircrafts’ sortie routes as well as by the deliberate 
addition of a series of targeted “rolling sonic booms.” 
 

 
 3. Air Occupation  
 
 In the event that ground forces are not present, either because the intervening 

coalition is still being assembled or because of procedural and logistical delays, a 
no-fly zone can be used to threaten or neutralize hostile air and ground forces in 
the zone and thus to carry out protection and monitoring functions in advance of 
the ground deployments.  
 
 Since 1995 (Operation DELIBERATE FORCE in Bosnia) Western militaries 
have considerably improved the precision of major parts of their air weapons 
systems such as target acquisition and identification, unmanned surveillance and 
missile-launching aircraft, armored ground attack aircraft, and defense against 
antiaircraft missiles.4 For greatest effectiveness in neutralizing hostile units it 
would probably still be necessary to have operatives on the ground to identify 
and "paint" targets. A relatively small number of special ops units should be able 
to carry out this mission, guided by both surveillance aircraft and friendly forces 
on the ground. 
 
 An air occupation is not likely to serve as a full substitute for a deployment of 
ground troops with close air support, however. Small units operating in heavily 
forested or mountainous terrain can be difficult to identify. Air occupation thus 
does not offer a complete solution to Darfur's banditry problem. 
 
 On the other hand, the usual pattern of past janjaweed/GoS attacks on 
villages suggests a high probability of successful countermeasures by enforcers 
of an air cover or air occupation NFZ. The militias, on horseback, on camels, or in 
vehicles, take from two to six hours to assemble near a village until their 

                                                
3 Gordon W. Rudd, Humanitarian Intervention: Assisting the Iraqi Kurds in Operation 
Provide Comfort, 1991 (Washington, 2004), 226, lists the components of the NATO 
coalition.  
4Benard, “Lessons,” loc.cit., 457.  For example, America's 356-plane fleet of ground attack 
aircraft, the A10 Thunderbolts, is being updated in the Precision Engagement program 
by the addition of A10C aircraft. All A10s are being equipped with targeting pods that 
have features such as significantly enhanced capability to maintain target locks.  
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numbers reach between three and five hundred. In a high percentage of the cases 
the militias were joined by uniformed government troops, PDF or SAF. Their 
attacks have often been preceded by bombings by Antonov aircraft. The 
likelihood of a time lapse between the detection of a threat and the actual 
launching of the ground attack suggests that a NFZ of the air occupation type 
could be effective in a number of cases sufficient to deter for some time attacks in 
neighboring sectors or perhaps all of Darfur. Identifying and neutralizing the 
Sudanese aircraft sent in support of the attack on the village or camp would be 
integral to the air occupation' s mission, while armored ground attack aircraft 
such as the A-10 could deal with the assembled armed units. 
 
 
 
 Possible Missions 
 
  
 Mission #1: Air deterrent in high-priority zones 
 
 Past ICG reports have recommended NFZs for areas of Darfur in which 
conflicts and attacks on civilians have been concentrated, such as the Darfur-
Chad border and the Tawila-Graida corridor in south Darfur.5 Air deterrence 
could also operate over declared buffer zones between GoS-sponsored forces and 
rebel groups. As suggested above, however, the GoS has already bombed 
regularly in these areas. An NFZ would have to expect to engage in enforcement 
in the likely event of deterrence failure. 
 
 
 Mission #2: Air occupation in advance of ground deployment 
 
 Full implementation of the “heavy support” phase of the hybrid UN/AU 
deployment, UNAMID, is not likely until late in 2007. This delay provides a 
rationale for the establishment of an air occupation type of NFZ. 
 
 Many civilian and military expert are, persuaded, moreover, that the GoS will 
not allow the full deployment of this hybrid force in the next couple of years, if at 
all.6 That this force will be able to act in accordance with a Chapter VII mandate 
is considered even less likely. GoS opposition has thus rendered UN Resolution 

                                                
5 International Crisis Group, "Africa 105," 17 March 2006. 
6 One of the most important examples of a proposal that assumes this non-compliance, 
Gen. Merrill McPeak's "No-fly zone could break the Darfur log-jam," is attached to this 
report as Appendix A.  The operative passage here: "Only the most gullible can believe 
that Omar al-Bashir will allow an infantry force into Darfur without further 
obstructionism. If we are serious about protecting civilians, we cannot merely wait to see 
if Khartoum is serious. We should leave it no other option.” Calculated gullibility is, of 
course, a favorite tool of diplomacy, especially at the United Nations. 
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1769 (31 July 2007), like its predecessor UN Resolution 1706 (31 August 2006), 
just another occupant of the paper purgatory of the nugatory.7 
  
 If a Chapter VII-based mandate and rules of engagement ever did become 
operative in Darfur, an air occupation no-fly zone could make use of existing AU 
troops in carrying out neutralization missions against GoS (and rebel) ground 
actions. AU troops could assist with identification of aircraft violating the zone 
or with arranging for the escorting of humanitarian flights.  A relatively small 
augmentation of FACs and "painters" could provide the guidance for air strikes 
that could provide neutralization of land forces, turning the no-fly zone into a 

                                                
7 A. The Resolution's promise to respect Sudanese sovereignty means that Khartoum 
will control the location of deployments. They, not the UN, will decide where the 
soldiers can go. As a South African now working for the American organization 
Refugees International put it, "In the case of Darfur, nothing less than the full-scale 
application of the Responsibility to Protect norm would  provide a clear mandate for 
UNAMID. But  [instead] the sovereignty of a state that has failed dismally to protect its 
own population has trumped international morality."  
 B. The "hybrid" command structure will prove unworkable in any situation involving 
potential confrontation. If, for example, victims in the camps or in hiding decide to 
return to the sites of their villages to rebuild their lives, do you really think that 
UNAMID troops will take military action against those who attack them, be it janjaweed 
militias, PDF forces, aircraft, or the thousands of foreign Arabs recently settled in these 
"ethnically cleansed" locations at the invitation of the GoS?  All the previous history of 
both UN and AU suggests that they will do nothing of the sort.  
 C. The UNAMID soldiers will be forbidden even to seize the weapons of the 
janjaweed or the GoS that were brought to Darfur in violation of previous UN 
resolutions.  
 D. The resolution does not propose imposing trade sanctions against Sudan if that 
regime fails to stop the janjaweed attacks or continues its bombing of civilians.  In fact, 
Res. 1769 contains no clear mandate to stop aerial attacks.  
 E. No meaningful action is contemplated to stop the flow of militia violence into 
Chad or the Central African Republic. As far as Resolution 1769 is concerned, refugee 
camps and indigenous villages in those countries can still become refuges and sources of 
loot for militia raiders from Darfur.  
 F. The resolution has a time frame for implementation that guarantees Darfur many 
more months, if not years, of insecurity and terror. No "heavy support package" has 
been readied despite the discussion of this "package's" necessity since the fall of 2006. 
Despite offers of (small) contingents from non-African powers such as France, the search 
for African contingents is sure to continue for several more months, if not a year, while 
Darfuris continue to be the victims of attacks, starvation, disease, and the loss of hope.  
 G. The resolution makes no provision for the enforcement of actions against 
individuals indicted by the International Criminal Court. Yet, as Wole Soyinka has 
pointed out, justice is the first condition of humanity. To undermine that people's 
capacity for justice is to drain its culture of a vital sinew. It is to maintain the genocide. 
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"no-drive zone." An air occupation NFZ, because it could be put in place much 
more quickly than a sufficiently resourced UN/AU ground operation, could thus 
play the crucial role in launching implementation of a chapter VII mandate to use 
force to protect civilians and set the conditions for an enduring peace.  
 
 The difficulties involved in Mission #2 should not be minimized, however. 
Darfur in its entirety is approximately the size of France (550,000 sq mi.), whereas 
the areas covered by the Bosnian NFZ (51,000 sq mi) and the Iraqi NFZs, (approx 
100,000 sq mi) were significantly smaller. 8 On the other hand, the area 
containing non-Arab population concentrations is much smaller, while large 
stretches of North Darfur province are uninhabited desert. Maps based on 
satellite photos of village destruction also indicate that considerably less than 
half of Darfur would require surveillance. Once NFZ enforcement planes have 
established control of the air space over GoS air bases at El Fashir and Geneina, 
carrying out the mission's objectives will become much easier.9 Benard considers 
that, nevertheless, in contrast to a mission confined to a deterrent function, an air 
occupation would require round the clock flights. (See, however, the 
Enforcement Modes section below) 
 
 
 Mission #3: Ban on offensive flights only 
 
 The military and civilian experts consulted in the preparation of this 
memorandum expressed grave doubts about the adequacy and 
operationalizability of a "ban on offensive flights"  stated as such, without any 
elaboration or modification. It is not hard to see why in the period before May 
2006 SLA and JEM leaders, themselves without aircraft and with severely limited 
antiaircraft capabilities, were reluctant to sign on to this agreement, especially in 
the absence of a sufficiently mandated and credible enforcing authority. It does 
seem likely that those who proposed inserting this phrase during the Abuja 
negotiations intended not only to insure that aid flights would be allowed to 
continue but that other flights by Sudanese aircraft would also be permitted. 
 
 A UN Panel of Experts report of October 2006, five months after the final text 
of the Darfur Peace Agreement was presented for signature at Abuja, offered 
seven criteria for defining  "offensive military flights," but even here it is clear 
that the report's attempt to distinguish between offensive and non-offensive 
flights leaves the GoS a deadly degree of latitude.10 
                                                
8 The size of official Darfur is one of the principal considerations for EU General Henri 
Bentegeat's claim that a NFZ over the territory is impossible.  See his interview with 
Reuters of 22 May 2007 attached here as Appendix B. 
9 Mark Bucknam, Responsibility of Command: How UN and NATO Commanders Influenced 
Airpower over Bosnia.  (Montgomery, Alabama, 2003), discusses in several points the 
difficulties of enforcing DENY FLIGHT because NATO did not establish command of 
the airspace over the Bosnian Serb air base at Udbina. 
10 Amnesty International, Sudan: Arms continuing to fuel serious human rights violations in 
Darfur. AFR 54/019/2007, p. 28. AI argues here in addition that Sudan's failure to gain 
permission from the UNSC Sanctions Committee to move military equipment and 
supplies into Darfur places it in violation of the UN arms embargo. 
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1. Even with these seven criteria stated in writing, sorties intended as 

offensive attacks on civilians or aid workers by fixed wing or rotary wing 
Sudanese aircraft could be represented as defensive operations merely 
responding to threats to GoS units from opposition forces.  Since 2004 the 
GoS has been painting its military aircraft white to make them resemble 
planes used by aid NGOs while denying that they use such disguises when 
called out on it by various international actors. 

 
2.  A provision that requires the removal or impoundment of GoS military 

aircraft from bases in Geneina, El Fashir, and El Obeid (in neighboring 
Kordofan) is considered by some a necessity for the establishment of a NFZ 
tasked with Mission #3. Barring such removal, enforcers of the NFZ would 
be faced with a choice between intercepts and bombing the airfields. Such 
removal, however, is not considered likely, which indeed would seem to 
force this choice, as is discussed further in the Implementation Modes 
section. 

 
3. A "ban on offensive flights" provision does not address the matter of the 

installation or activation of antiaircraft missiles by any of the combatants.  
The Bosnian and Iraqi experiences demonstrated clearly that the enforcing 
authority for any kind of flight ban must be able to assure the protection of 
its manned and unmanned aircraft from antiaircraft missiles. 

 
 
 Mission #4: Ban on all unauthorized flights. Protection measures extended 
 only to air and land aid operations, not to IDPs or other civilians.  
 
 In addition to the registration of all aircraft and the requirement of prior 
approval for all flights, Mission #4 would require keeping overland aid 
operations under surveillance by the NFZ enforcing authority. In the case of 
DENY FLIGHT in Bosnia, UNPROFOR was authorized to use force to protect 
those delivering humanitarian aid, but at a number of crucial moments no 
protection was offered to those for whom the aid was intended.  In practice, the 
Serb forces were able to deny access whenever they wished. 
 
 
 Mission #5: Ban on all unauthorized flights. Protection of aid operations, 
 civilian concentrations in camps or villages, and important assemblies of 
 Darfuri leaders. 
 
 This would be the most complete mission for an air occupation or an air cover. 
If carried out in an air occupation mode, it could be quickly implemented, in 
advance of the arrival of the hybrid force or other intervening combinations. In 
the initial phases it might be difficult to offer full protection to all concentrations 
of civilians.  If special ops forces on the ground acting as FACs and target 
painters had tested and refined their procedures for prioritizing threats and 
distributing themselves in the territory, however, the assemblies of leaders, 
whose protection might be considered more important than any single civilian 
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concentration, could be given priority. This principle could provide an efficient 
solution to the problem of scarce resources available to the NFZ, at least in the 
early phases. 
 
 On the other hand, the assemblies of leaders could be held outside the 
territory controlled or easily threatened by the GoS, as occurred at Arusha with a 
much smaller group than proposed here. The NFZ enforcement could in this case 
be not only a “down payment” (McPeak's term), but also a signal to the GoS that 
they should not try to block the departure of leaders in Darfur, Khartoum, Port 
Sudan, and elsewhere on their way to the assembly. The GoS already 
successfully kept the important, possibly critically important, opposition official 
Suleiman Jamous from attending the Arusha meeting. 
 
 When rebel leaders attempted to hold meetings after the passing of UN 
Resolution 1706 (31 August 2006), the GoS bombed the sites of the meetings. The 
wide dispersal of opposition groups, as well as neutral groups, combines with 
the topography of Darfur and Chad to make intergroup meetings especially 
difficult in times of conflict. Such meetings, however, play a crucial role in most 
peacekeeping and peacemaking scenarios.11 Two high-ranking officials who 
played key roles in the success of the leadership assemblies in Bonn and Kabul 
following the ousting of the Taliban have made statements to the present authors 
offering their services to the planners of similar meetings in the Darfur case. 
These would be "Darfur-Darfur Conversations" that, in contrast to those 
"dialogues and consultations” proposed in the DPA, would have real power, 
effective support, adequate time frames, and means to implement their decisions. 
 
 
 Mission #6: Patrol of the Chad-Sudan and C.A.R.-Sudan borders to block 
 incursions. 
 
 This action, taken in isolation, has a lower possibility of achieving certain 
objectives of the intervening parties than do other actions fulfilling missions #1-
#5. Nicholas Kristof has argued, however, for its value as a very useful 
beginning.  It is technically feasible and diplomatically uncomplicated.12 If run 

                                                
11 See for example the Three-Part Plan detailed at <weaversofthewind.org. > The 
meeting of Afghan leaders in Bonn, Germany, in December 2001 provides a model for 
the first meeting of Darfuri leaders (without GoS participation) proposed in this plan. 
12 See in this regard the more negative analysis of the effects of the deployment of UN 
peacekeepers on the ground in Chad in Rick Neal and Erin Weir, "Chad? Will a UN 
Presence on the Darfur Border Protect Civilians?" Refugees International report of 
3/30/07. www.refugeesinternational/content/article/detail/10091: "Deployment of a 
UN presence in eastern Chad along the border with Darfur, however, may create more 
problems for civilians than it would solve.  Despite language in the proposal focusing on 
civilian protection, the Security Council seems most interested in breaking the impasse 
on Darfur by demonstrating to Sudan that the international community can project force 
to its border.  In addition, a UN presence in the area would disrupt cross-border support 
for both Chadian and Sudanese rebels. In the face of such provocation, it seems likely 
that the multidimensional presence would come under attack from Sudan directly, 
through Sudan’s Chadian proxies, and from Sudanese rebel groups.  The force would be 
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from the Chad or C.A.R.  side of the border, it would not even need a UNSC 
resolution: the planes would be acting in defense of sovereign territory, 
including "hot pursuit" into Sudan. Perhaps most importantly, such a patrol 
could act as the preparatory phase of wider intervention actions. 
 
 
 Enforcement Modes: Missions #2 - #6 
 
 No-fly zones can thus have different missions and different modes of 
enforcement. The Air Cover type of NFZ appears in this context as an important 
form of warfare that calls upon air power to support what is essentially a ground 
operation. This is probably what UN officials had in mind when they referred to 
"close air support".   Its  "no-drive zone" capability backs this up.  The decisive 
operations are those in which A10 Thunderbolts ("Wart Hogs") or AC130 
Hercules ("Puff the Magic Dragon") gunships quickly neutralize formations of 
horses, camels, tanks, Toyota Land Cruisers, or other Technicals carrying 
janjaweed, PDF, Intelligence and Security Police, or Sudanese (regular) Armed 
Forces. A wing camera videotape of such an operation, or, say, one showing the 
destruction of the huge janjaweed base camp at Misteriha or the sprawling 
training facility at El Gardut, might have a significant effect upon both 
perpetrators and victims if circulated in the scorching Darfuri camps and in 
Khartoum's well-cooled offices. 
 
 Such operations, however, are likely to be carried out only when significant 
numbers of American or NATO troops have already been engaged. As decisive 
as they might be in resolving the military/security question, they are most likely 
not envisioned in the early phases of a concerted effort to stabilize Darfur or to 
end the genocide.  As was pointed out by one of military experts consulted by 
the authors, a Marine colonel who now teaches peacekeeping after serving as a 
project officer in Operation Deny Flight, Kosovo and the NFZs in Iraq illustrate 
that the appeal in Phase I is most often to the use of air power alone, to a duel 
between planes and missiles that minimizes the chances of collateral civilian 
damage. 
 
 Thus two types of punishment for violations are the most likely to command 
the attention of decision makers in the earliest phase: 1. retaliation against air 
bases upon confirmation of a GoS bombing or strafing attack and 2. interception 
of violating aircraft. 
 
 A former chief of staff of the US Air Force consulted for this report considers 
the former a suboptimal, distinctly more risky operation. He argues that such air 

                                                                                                                                            
deployed explicitly to protect civilians, thus placing civilians directly in the line of fire, 
either during attacks on peacekeepers or as specific targets to test the resolve of the 
force, demonstrate its inability to protect civilians, and retaliate for attacks by 
peacekeepers.  For civilians in the southeast, this would internationalize the attacks 
against them, which are now largely internal.” Neal and Weir assume, like most 
analysts, that the UN force would be routinely underresourced, too small, 
undermandated, and anything but robust. 
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base attack operations are best accomplished by F16s or F15Es, which are less 
well adapted to interception actions. Moreover, in his opinion the attacks, 
although certainly feasible and relatively low-risk to the attacking planes and 
pilots, would in this phase need to be justified by a high degree of certainty of 
destruction of the target and low collateral damage. Both conditions are 
relatively difficult to meet. 
 
 He thus recommends a form of air policing aimed at “collaring offenders.” 
The rules of engagement would include full authority to shoot down aircraft 
engaged in hostile acts. In order to detect violations, a rotation of five AWACS 
aircraft would ensure constant surveillance by one airborne system. Upon 
detection of suspicious planes that not been logged in by the flight controllers, 
F15C interceptors could be scrambled.13 This would be the main retaliatory 
response in the interception enforcement option. Instead of full-coverage 
patrolling by squadrons of fighters all over Darfur, perhaps the only option 
considered by General Bentegeat in his dismissal of NFZ feasibility (See 
Attachment B), he would recommend random patrolling of the space by a 
limited number of sorties as a backup to the AWACS surveillance. Finally, if this 
kind of Phase I “air policing” did not cut short the Sudanese use of fixed and 
rotary wing aircraft, this Air Force general recommends a Phase II “hot pursuit” 
back to the base from which they came, with the addition upon arrival of a 
destruction mission for similar aircraft and facilities a likely option. 
 
 A former special envoy to Sudan consulted for this study has offered the 
opinion that in this kind of NFZ a relatively low number of shoot-downs, 
perhaps as few as one, would be required to change Khartoum's behavior. The 
credible threat, something never produced by United Nations in its entire 
history, would have been established. 
 
 
 Choosing a Mission 
 
 The choice of missions for the NFZ will be influenced by the objectives of the 
Government of Sudan, the opposition groups, and the intervening parties. It is 
thus useful to consider these sets of objectives and goals before considering 
possible obstacles to the successful implementation of the no-fly zone operation.  
 
 
 I. Objectives of the Government of Sudan 
 
 Two dynamics drive Khartoum's policy.  
  

1. Important elements within the government are committed to an 
Arabization policy for all Sudan in which the racist and supremacist 
preaching of the Arab Gathering have been deployed in Darfur to mobilize 

                                                
13 Versions of French Mirage 2000s, British Tornados, and Swedish Saab-39 Griffins 
could also perform these air-to-air combat functions. 
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certain parts of the Arab population vulnerable to such appeals.14 The 
words used by janjaweed raiders, as reported by surviving victims, make 
clear the importance of this ideological theme: “We will exterminate you 
all." "This is Arab land." "We have orders to kill all the blacks." "We will kill 
all you zurga [black Africans]”15                                                                         
 The recent increase in numbers of Arabs joining the armed opposition to 
the Khartoum regime indicates that the aggressively Arabist propaganda 
has not been fully effective. It is well known, moreover, that the majority of 
Darfur's Arabs have stayed neutral in the Government - rebel conflict.              
 On the other hand, recent reports of Government support for thousands 
of Arabs from other countries now pouring into land from which non-Arab 
populations have been driven by violence indicate that the Arabization 
strategy continues to be fully implemented.16 

 
2. The entire GoS ruling elite, both Arab supremacy racists and pragmatists, 

hold the continuing thoroughgoing monopolization of power and wealth 

                                                
14 At this point the most authoritative source detailing the origins and history of the 
Arab Gathering ideology and its organized expression is Julie Flint and Alex De Waal, 
Darfur Short History of a Long War (London, 2005), 38-49-57, 61-64, 73, 80, 117. This 
account points out the Libyan origins of the Arab Gathering as a movement, takes it to 
Khartoum and to Darfur, and notes [p. 117] that after a series of meetings with political 
leaders in South Darfur --Flint and De Waal do not name them --the Arab Gathering's 
political committee  "sketched out" in November 2003 a secret "'project' for the 'complete 
domination of power' in Darfur as an example for 'the whole of Sudan.'" Robert Collins 
and J. Millard Burr, Darfur: the Long Road to Disaster (Princeton, 2006), 278-9, note that 
even after the Treaty of Friendship between Sudan and Libya in 1994 "Qaddafi 
continued to support his Islamic Legion in northern Darfur and the malevolent Arab 
Gathering." 
15 See U.S. Department of State, Documenting Atrocities in Darfur, (Washington, 2004), 4, 
and the reports of Amnesty International, April and May 2004.  Arab supremacist 
policies may be said to take, in fact, two forms, extermination and Arabization: 1. The 
consolidation and preservation of the Arabization measures of the past generation, 
which, in Darfur, means mostly setting it up so that the things that the janjaweed have 
taken or laid claim to, like villages or whole territories with villages in them, cannot be 
taken back in some negotiated deal stemming from a reconciliation conference.  
Whatever Khartoum does with the pay for the janjaweed, it must maintain its overall 
credibility as a regime that can reward its servants. Hence the prevention of significant 
and secure refugee/IDP returns, combined with enrollment of janjaweed in State 
security structures. A measure that provides jobs for the young and the restless no 
longer interested in pastoral pursuits.  Rename villages with Arab names. Protect your 
armed supporters from the odd AU officer who wants to interfere, protest, or arrest. 2. 
Diminution or destruction of all non-Arabs. The dynamics of this project are described 
in reports by De Waal, Flint, Collins, and others about the long-established and secretive 
Arab Gathering.  The mot d'ordre of these GoS elements: Support Arab supremacy 
extremism. 
16 See Steve Bloomfield, Africa correspondent for The Independent (Britain) "Arabs pile 
into Darfur to take land cleansed by janjaweed" 14 July 2007. 
http://www.sudaneseonline.com/en2/publish/Latest_News_1/Arabs_pile_into_Darf
ur_to_take_land_cleansed_by_janjaweed.shtml 
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by Khartoum as the supreme objective.17 Challenges to the regime’s 
domination are responded to by whatever means are judged cheapest and 
most effective. Bashir's previous genocides in the Nuba Mountains, the 
South, and the Shilluk kingdom were driven by the same concerns.18 
Protests against marginalization such as those that took the form of an 
attack on the El Fashir air base in April 2003 are to be met with brutal 
reprisals against all populations, especially civilians, judged to be possible 
supporters of the rebels. 19 

 
 To follow up reprisal attacks two policies are employed: the establishment or 
reinforcement of police-state regimes in the targeted towns and IDP camps and 
the maintenance of chaos on the margins of Sudan. In places where one cannot 
control the creation of a repressive order, one can control the creation and 
maintenance of chaos, fragmentation, and confusion. Such has been the primary 
operating principle that has kept Bashir, Taha, Gosh, and their allies in power for 
eighteen years. 
 
 Such an analysis of the political gyroscope guiding the NCP regime suggests 
that the time before and after the deployment of the full twenty-three thousand 
UN troops will be spent in adjusting the mix of chaos and repression to 
maximize the achievement of both of Khartoum's objectives. Janjaweed units can 
be allowed to continue raids into Chad or the C.A.R. This may distract them 
from protesting against any token gestures toward returning victims in the 
camps to a few villages, the inhabitable examples of which (and the land 
                                                
17 In their recent Not on Our Watch: The Mission to End Genocide in Darfur and Beyond, 
(New York, 2007), one of the best-informed commentaries on the Darfur genocide, John 
Prendergast and Don Cheadle make a brief but telling comparison: "The regimes in 
Sudan and Rwanda wanted to maintain absolute power by any means necessary, even if 
that meant perpetrating genocide." (85). 
18 The attitude on the part of North American and European governments that has 
enabled Khartoum to carry out these genocides in the face of their toothless diplomatic 
opposition was perhaps best stated by the most respected witness to those genocides, 
former Special Representative to Sudan, Roger Winter, in his testimony to the House 
Subcommittee on Africa and Global Health, on 24 January 2007: "A fundamental flaw 
has, I believe, permeated U.S. and international policy on Sudan over the last two years, 
that is, the erroneous assumption that Sudan's NIF-controlled government, led by 
President Omar Bashir, actually wants to be a good government and can be successfully 
appealed to 'do the right thing' on behalf of Sudan's marginalized peoples."  
   Winter states earlier in the same testimony that in his view "the National Congress 
Party, a radical Arab-Islamic cabal in full control of all the levers of power in Sudan's 
national government, no longer sees it as 'in its interests' to fully implement the CPA." 
19 Khartoum's determination never to let Darfur become an effective base for an 
opposition group is manifested in its hostility to rebel groups such as the Justice and 
Equality Movement, which it sees as controlled by Hassan al-Turabi, and its insistence 
that the SPLA, the ruling force in southern Sudan, cease its aid to the SLA, originally the 
most powerful rebel group in Darfur. This cessation of aid was reportedly one of the 
conditions for GoS cooperation in the final phases of the CPA negotiations.  Several 
extensive reports received recently by the authors document Khartoum's recent 
successes in undermining the Juba government and in otherwise breaking down the 
CPA. 
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surrounding them) have often been occupied, with GoS approval, by the 
janjaweed raiders who originally attacked them. Adjusting the repression will also 
permit Khartoum to perpetuate a myth of considerable value to its image in the 
Middle East and elsewhere, the myth that no genocide is taking place. 
 
 The janjaweed militias, and to some extent the Popular Defense Forces, 
generate a dynamic of their own through their need for compensation for their 
activities and to maintain their lifestyle. When the janjaweed are not paid --often 
the pay from Khartoum does not get beyond the militia leaders--they must been 
given jobs in formations like the Border Police or the opportunity for looting. 
When idle, they do not easily fall back into their lives as herdsmen, but instead 
become undisciplined and dangerous.20 The GoS sometimes responds this 
problem by mobilizing them as cross-border raiders against the Chadian enemy 
or against Chadian Zaghawas presumed to be cooperating with their Darfuri 
tribal kinsmen.  
 
 UNPROFOR's performance in Bosnia, as well the subordinate and virtually 
obsequious behavior of the AU units already deployed in Darfur with regard to 
GoS officials and commanders21 suggest that the GoS will be able to make 
UN/AU forces effective instruments of this policy of repression, confinement, 
limitation of movement, strict control of access to information, calibrated chaos, 
and forced population transfer.22 

                                                
20 Brian Steidle, who has probably had more contact with janjaweed militiamen than any 
other non-Sudanese, describes the dynamic in unforgettable language: "the more I 
learned about the Janjaweed, the more I saw them as the government's loyal attack dog. 
The master loves his dog because of its devotion, even if it has the capacity to kill. Part of 
that love is also rooted in the master's ability to control the dog's power. At some point, 
the dog starts getting a funny look in its eye, and the master has to let him loose to attack 
someone, to taste blood, to feed. Otherwise it could turn on its master. After tasting 
blood, the dog is satisfied for a short while. Yet before long, the master has to let is loose 
again." Brian Steidle and Gretchen Steidle Wallace, The Devil Came on Horseback (New 
York, 2007), 134. 
21 AU troops are reported to have obeyed themselves, when not helping to enforce, the 
Sudanese government's curfew in Darfur.  See also Steidle in Devil, 77-230. 
22 The civilian leadership of the African Union has only rarely placed itself in effective 
opposition to its most dangerous and domineering member, Sudan. It came close to 
electing Bashir the organization's president early in 2006. The AU's appeasement of 
Bashir combines with its appeasement of Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe to 
bring the organization dangerously close to being a remake of the Organization of 
African Unity. Equally alarming was the pattern of concealment exercised by the AU 
leadership in the first year after its troops' deployment. These officials radically 
underplayed the failure of the AU troops to limit GoS/janjaweed destruction until the 
whistle was blown on them by one of their own members, the Senegalese Foreign 
Minister, Cheikh Tidiane Gadio in a meeting between AU officials and Secretary of State 
Condoleeza Rice. Gadio's revelation caused visible discomfiture not only to the other 
AU officials at the meeting but also to Secretary Rice, who had been insisting that the 
AU "had the lead" in dealing with Darfur and that they had the potential ability to 
provide a full solution. As the internationally known Africanist Gerard Prunier points 
out in Darfur: The Ambiguous Genocide  (Ithaca, NY, 2005), 145, 159, all parties had reason 
to be happy with the AU "lead". "The AU…had been allowed to play in the big boys' 
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 At the same time, a few of the larger humanitarian organizations may return 
to the camps they were forced to abandon, only to become enmeshed again in 
Salah Gosh's Intelligence and Security Police who control both Sudanese and 
international camps as well as Darfur's cities. UN troops will probably be 
enlisted in this project of inserting aid organizations back into Gosh's hands, just 
as UNPROFOR troops assisted Bosnian Serbs in regulating the conduct and 
strength of Sarajevo-oriented Bosnians enclosed in the “safe areas.” 
 
 This latter tactic, combined with a decision by the rebel groups controlling the 
Darfur countryside (especially in North Darfur) to reduce their raids on aid 
convoys in order to earn “rewards” from the blue-helmeted peacekeepers, might 
bring a reduction in the violence. A dip in the violence, if sufficiently prolonged, 
would allow the officials outside Sudan to proclaim that the goal of 
“stabilization” had been achieved. They could proclaim that proponents of 
stronger, non-consensual plans had been refuted. Diplomats could remove the 
Darfur dossier from their priority crisis list. 
 
 If this scenario proves to be an accurate picture of the future, however, the 
genocide will not have ended the archipelago of outdoor prisons scattered across 
Darfur and Chad will remain, perhaps supplied with better rations but still cut 
off from empowering communication with the outside world. 
 
 Unforced returns to villages, or other direct measures to counter the uprooting 
of peoples and cultures, will remain decisively limited in number and in material 
support. In cases where Darfuri victims in the camps decide themselves to return 
to the sites of their villages (as has already happened in a few cases, at great risk 
and some loss of life), the authors of this report consider it inconceivable that the 
1769 hybrid force would escort, protect, or support such returnees, whether the 
returnees were heading for deserted sites, villages occupied by janjaweed, or 
sites occupied by Arab immigrants from Niger or Mali. UNAMID would more 
likely confine the would-be returnees to their camps, attack or sanction any rebel 
units who attempted to escort the returnees, and send units to guard any 
occupants of the Darfuris' village sites. 
 
 Finally, the desire for justice, which defines being human to a much larger 
degree than does the desire for food or shelter, will be permanently thwarted 
since it is inconceivable that a UN peacekeeping force, whatever its mandate, 
                                                                                                                                            
league and would not have to pay for the privilege. 'Africa' would be at the forefront of 
the Darfur crisis and any accusations of impotence or limitation of means could be 
beamed back at the donors…The AU and the UN will continue to be shock absorbers 
between the raw African reality and the international community dreamworld."  For a 
full treatment of the AU's behavior on the Darfur matter, see Eric Reeves, A Long Day's 
Dying: Critical Moments in the Darfur Genocide (Toronto, 2007), passim. and comments by 
Prendergast and Cheadle in Not on Our Watch, 95-96. AU troops on the ground have 
received mixed evaluations as individuals whereas the AU's performance as an 
organization with a military mission to observe, monitor, and report comes through as 
alarmingly deficient. See the moving account by Brian Steidle (an American ex-Marine 
officer who served as an AU monitor) and Gretchen Steidle Wallace, The Devil Came on 
Horseback (New York, 2007).  
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would ever be able (or authorized) to arrest Sudanese war criminals, even if all 
the perpetrators were finally indicted by the International Criminal Court. 
 
 Darfuris will be allowed no means to gain a measure of control over their own 
destinies,23 a prerequisite for restoring the capacity for creating culture that is the 
only true measure of recovery from genocide.  
 
 
 II. Objectives of the Opposition and Other Darfuris 
 
 International media have generally been unable to overcome obstacles to 
understanding the structure, goals, and personalities of the indigenous 
opposition to the Bashir regime. A partial list of things that filter incoming 
information: 
 

1) Ignorance of Sudanese and Darfuri history; 
 

2) Conceptual models of rebellions that efface frequent past rebel divisions to 
draw solely upon references to past leaders of supposedly unified 
movements such as William (Braveheart) Wallace, Toussaint L'Ouverture, 
or Mahatma Gandhi;  

 
3) A tendency to see clientelistic, personalized, non-ideological political 

leadership as absolutely and forever unable to be encompassed within a 
functional political structure; 

 
4) The substantial persuasive capacity (for those with little prior knowledge of 

Sudan) of the Bashir regime's argument that the whole matter was merely a 
manifestation of tribal rivalries; 

 
5) The attractiveness of the currently fashionable urge to reduce all problems 

to ecology-cum-superficial anthropology by pointing to Darfur's ongoing 
desertification as producing clashes over land rights that are the "real 
cause" of the genocide (sort of like seeing the arrival of a Depression that 
produced competition for jobs between Jews and Gentiles as the "real 
cause" of the Holocaust).  

 
 
 In addition, government officials, after analyzing the interviews that 
documented the abuses, have seemed less than eager to ascertain the political 

                                                
23 In order to maintain their control over Darfur, Khartoum's ruling elite divided the 
region into three provinces, North Darfur, West Darfur, and South Darfur. Rebels fully 
appreciated the reason for this division and made the administrative reunification of the 
region, in which a distinct cross-ethnic Darfuri identity remains powerful, a non-
negotiable demand. Khartoum, to no one's surprise, refused to allow such a 
reunification to be part of the Darfur Peace Agreement, a move that was a major reason 
for rebel groups' refusal to sign the document.  
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objectives of the Darfuri victims themselves.24 Nor have human rights 
organizations added much beyond such atrocity documentation. Aid 
organizations have shown even less interest in conveying to the public 
information about the victims as people with social and political goals beyond 
survival and the restoration of their previous lives as farmers or herdsmen.25 
 
 In typical media accounts, for example, the acute phase of the Darfur conflict 
began when the GoS responded genocidally to the SLA attack on the El Fashir air 
base in April 2003.26 "Fired by longstanding grievances,"27 or "incensed by being 
excluded from the sharing out of wealth and power at the North-South 
negotiations in Naivasha," the rebels began the conflict.  And thus when 
diplomats are told that the rebels are the problem now, not the GoS, it seems to 
fit. That the attack on the El Fashir airport was preceded by years of political 
struggle, non-violent and violent, punctuated by events such as the Daud Bolad's 
1991 insurrection or the 2002 formation of the Darfur Liberation Front and 
holding of the Fur Leadership Conference, is seldom mentioned.28 
 
 An incomplete list of the goals pursued by the active opposition movements 
and by other Darfuris can be compiled from official movement statements, the 
history of the Abuja negotiations, interviews with leaders, a poll conducted by 
the Darfur Action Group- Cornell, an extensive survey conducted in refugee 
camps in Chad by a team led by a Canadian aid worker, and journalists' reports. 
 
 1. Security 
 
 The Khartoum regime has never provided an adequate level of security for 
civilians in Darfur. On the contrary, it has repeatedly armed the groups that were 
perpetrating the insecurity. Nor has it supported self-defense groups such as the 

                                                
24 The first important collection of abuse testimony and the analysis of it can be found in 
Samuel Totten and Eric Markusen, eds., Genocide in Darfur: Investigating the Atrocities in 
Sudan (New York, 2006) 
25 In their daily activities within the camps, on the other hand, aid organizations have 
usually made considerable efforts to support the victims' efforts to give elementary 
education to their children, setting up schools whenever and wherever possible.  Our 
point is not that aid organizations are ignorant of the social, political, or spiritual 
aspirations of Darfuri victims, it is that they do not give priority to presenting the public 
with information about this side of their victims. 
26 Alternatively, some accounts cite the Darfur Liberation Front statement two months 
earlier that claimed an attack on the town of Golo. 
27 The quotation is from the narration by David Gough of DARFUR: PEACE UNDER 
FIRE, distributed by IRIN in the spring of 2004. The film's presentation of rebel 
objectives was limited to an interview with JEM leader Bahar al-Din in which he pointed 
out that the GoS was forcibly depopulating Darfur of non-Arabs, "the black Africans." 
28 In a foreshadowing of the Bashir regime's refusal to release Suleiman Jamous from 
confinemnt to attend the Arusha conference, SLA/M founder Abdelwahid al-Nur was 
not released from prison to attend the Fur Leadership Conference. His letter from 
prison, dated 9 August 2002 (during the Conference) is sometimes treated as the 
opening manifesto of the current rebellion. De Waal and Flint, Darfur, 78, claim that his 
letter brought him (and the conflict in Darfur) international attention for the first time. 
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Fur village militias. It is also strongly suspected of orchestrating attempts on the 
life of important Darfuri Arab leaders. Salah Abdallah Gosh's Intelligence and 
Security Police are considered the key element of the repressive apparatus. 
 
 Our poll of Darfuris and interviews with Darfuris in North America, as well as 
aid workers, indicate that the African Union monitors, despite a few local 
successes in improving security, are widely mistrusted, considered little more 
than agents of Khartoum.  Hopes were higher for troops wearing the UN blue 
helmets, but those few Darfuris we were able to reach who were aware of the 
restraints upon UNAMID embodied in the hybrid agreement predicted little 
improvement when and if those units every arrive.29  It should be remembered 
that one of the first, and still most impressive, investigative reports to talk to 
Darfur victims in the camps, that of Samantha Powers, stated that almost all 
those with whom she talked said they would trust only Western troops to bring 
peace.30 
 
 The evidence available so far indicates that in matters of security the victims of 
the genocide and the armed resistance groups give priority to 1. the 
neutralization of the janjaweed and 2. the removal from Darfur of all PDF units, 
Intelligence and Security Police (who also make up most of the IDP camp 
guards), SAF units, and military aircraft from Darfur. 
 
 A no-fly zone carrying out Mission 2, 3, or 5 could contribute to the 
achievement of goal #2 by establishing a credible threat in its first enforcement 
actions or even in the early stages of its deployment. The GoS could thereby be 
induced to begin removing its various forces, actions monitored by UNAMID. 
Goal #1, the disarming, confinement, or expulsion of the janjaweed, will not be 
accomplished quickly even if the GoS has made moves toward compliance with 
Goal #2 with the withdrawal of its non-Darfuri forces. The janjaweed militias are 
made up of indigenous elements, many drawn from Abbala Rizeigat tribal 
sections.  Disarming them, placing their vehicles and weapons in monitored 
impoundment sites, confining them to specified cantonment areas, or otherwise 
"reining them in" (activities not authorized by the UNAMID agreement, 
incidentally) will be the task of intervening ground troops for which "close air 
support" actions could provide vital assistance. As indicated above, however, the 
FACs and other guidance and targeting personnel needed for close air support 
are most effectively provided by troops from the same country (or coalition, in 
the case of NATO) as the aircraft. NATO pilots and their commanders are loath 
to risk being used to "settle personal scores between local warlords." Accusations 
that the aircraft that intervened in Kosovo were the "KLA Air Force" still rankle. 
 
 2. Protected conversations leading to a unified movement? 
 
 It seems clear that almost all Darfuris wish to meet in a secure setting in which 
they can work out their next moves in their efforts to end the genocide. Mission 
#5 above would be dedicated in part to providing this opportunity for an 
                                                
29 See footnote 7 above. 
30 Samantha Powers, "Dying in Darfur," New Yorker, 30 August 2004. 
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indefinite period of time. But we would argue that the agenda for these meetings 
should be kept as open as possible. 
 
 We would argue that finding a unified negotiating position, a single set of 
demands  to make to Bashir’s government, is desirable but NOT necessary in 
order to end the  genocide. This is because the genocide will not be ended until 
Darfuris themselves have a sufficient degree of control over their own destiny 
and the role of Khartoum in their affairs  has been reduced to a minimum.  
 
 If a deliberative assembly is to give all Darfuris enduring control over their 
fate, it cannot be composed only of rebel leaders. Their prestige and their 
influence at such congresses and meetings will naturally be great, but they 
themselves must recognize the need to include others. ALL the groups and 
potential leaders should be included: the leaders of the southern Rizeigat Arabs, 
a huge group, mostly neutral in the rebel-GoS conflict; other leaders of other 
Arab groups, including even certain janjaweed; the Catholics in the Nyala 
diocese; the leaders of the Diaspora in Egypt, Libya, Canada, America, and 
Britain; Darfuri students and laborers now in Khartoum and the East; Sudanese 
human rights leaders with great influence in Darfur, such as Dr. Mudawi 
Ibrahim Adam, originator of the proposal for a Darfuri loya jerga; men with 
records as effective intermediaries between the GoS and its victims such as 
Suleiman Jamous, at this writing still confined in Kadugli despite international 
appeals to bring him to Arusha; leaders, including women, who have emerged as 
leaders in the IDP and EDP camps; perhaps even representatives of the 
thousands of Darfuris now  serving in the Sudanese regular armed forces. 
 
 This kind of assembly, if protected by a NFZ (or other means) from 
interference by Khartoum and by intrusive and disruptive media, offers the best 
chance for Darfuris to end the radical diminishing of their peoples and cultures. 
This radical diminishing, by killings, robbings, uprootings, and breaking of 
customary links and bonds between people, is what we call genocide. In the case 
of the war in Afghanistan two such assemblies, one at Bonn in November-
December 2001 and one, a loya jerga (“grand council”) in Afghanistan in June 
2002, were able to produce a functioning government in which Afghanis had a 
large measure of control over their own fate, despite the continued absence of 
unity among the different groups represented at the meetings. 31  
 
 3. Autonomy, self-government 
 
 The refusal of the GoS to grant the rebel parties  "their region," i.e., the 
unification of the three Darfur provinces, was a deal breaker at Abuja. They --
correctly, in the view of most authorities-- view the administrative fragmentation 
of Darfur as a device to maintain and manipulate divisions between them. Most 
desire autonomous institutions such as those granted to the South in the CPA.  
 

                                                
31 The expulsion of the Taliban forces prior to these meetings had as an important result 
the end of the genocide perpetrated on the seven million Hazara people of central 
Afghanistan by the Taliban regime. 
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 4. A “united democratic Sudan” 
 
 SLA/M and its derivative organizations, and JEM and its derivative 
organizations, the larger Arab tribal groups and other groups unconnected to 
either of the original rebel movements almost all favor a united and autonomous 
or semi-autonomous Darfur. The desire for a united, democratic, accountable 
Sudan is also strong. Powers reported on SLA goals in her 2004 account: "[the 
SLA/M wished] to create a united democratic Sudan on a new basis of equality, 
complete restructuring and devolution of power, even development, cultural and 
political pluralism and moral and material prosperity for all Sudanese. All 
regions should have significant autonomy and work together under the banner 
of  'Sudanism - a shared identity for Arabs, Africans, Christians, and Muslims. 
The S.L.A. attempted to demonstrate its inclusiveness by appointing an Arab, 
Ahmed Kabour Jibril, to be its commander in South Darfur". 32 JEM, founded 
under the influence of the Sudanese Arab political philosopher and politician 
Hassan al-Turabi, has also maintained a pan-Sudanese perspective. 
 
 A significant minority of those with whom we have communicated, however, 
advocates full independence and secession, or at least the right to decide for it, as 
has been given (on paper) to the South.  
 
 5. A secular state? 
 
 The majority SLA position has been one that aligns itself with the SPLA 
position advocating a secular Sudanese state and the Darfuri tradition of 
tolerance of variety. JEM began as a movement of professionals and intellectuals 
influenced by the Turabi of about 2000, who stressed a populist, universalist (i.e., 
non-racist) Islamism. The NIF leaders of the coup of 1989 introduced a severe 
form of shariya, which Turabi supported at that time. (In fact, he provided much 
of the ideological justification for it, as the acknowledged maître penseur of 
Bashir's generation). Our research has not yet produced a clear answer about the 
various JEM-derived groups' goals in this matter. 
 
 6. Wealth-sharing and development 
 
The hope to share in oil, gold, and other revenues in a democratic and/or 
accountable federal state was a major incentive for the rebellion. It should also be 
noted that the extensive and well-funded complex of Arabic-speaking 
universities in the Khartoum area constitutes, for the education-minded Darfuris, 
a crucial resource from which they hope to continue to benefit.  The impact of the 
discovery of the very large underground aquifer in Darfur is hard to judge at this 
point. Darfur expert John Prendergast has suggested that the discovery could 
bring either benefit or harm to Darfur, depending on the state of Darfur-
Khartoum relations. 
 
 
                                                
32 Idem. 
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 7. Justice 
 
 The way Darfuris achieve justice, distributing punishment, fines, or truth and 
reconciliation, would mostly be theirs to decide if goal #3 is achieved. The 
absence of provisions for the arrest or extradition of war criminals in the 
UNAMID hybrid force agreement illustrates the inadequacy of the arrangement. 
  
 
 III. Objectives of the Intervening Parties 
 
 
 A. Stabilization of the Situation 
 

1. Cessation of the cross-border movement of armed groups. Reduction of the 
threat of international war. 

 
2. Reestablishment of unimpeded humanitarian access to conflict-affected 

populations. Establishment of secure flow of aid to these populations. 
 

3. Establishment of on-site security for IDPs, refugees, other conflict-affected 
civilians. 

 
4. Prevention of armed-group-to-armed-group fighting, permanent cease-fire, 

setting up of buffer zones and cantonment areas. Monitoring apparatus in 
place. 

 
  
 The achievement of these objectives will most likely bring a significant degree 
of stability and a lower level of violence to the situation. It will be a significant 
achievement that prevents further harm to thousands of individuals. 
 
 As a consequence of the achievement, however, international attention will 
most likely shift away from Darfur at this point. Accomplishing these objectives 
will not, therefore, end the genocide. Instead, the seeds of another Gaza Strip will 
be sewn. 
 
 
    B. Ending the Genocide 
 
 In order to end the genocide by providing an opportunity for a fully 
supported resumption of the daily life of the peoples and cultures radically 
diminished by the GoS' actions33 while at the same time allowing them 
participate in Sudan's recent wealth and to affirm their human status, the 
following goals must be accomplished: 
 

5. Establishment of security for assembled leadership groups. 
                                                
33 A partial list of the peoples victimized by the serially genocidal Bashir regime may be 
found at judgmentongenocide.org, "Introduction" to the Indictment section. 
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6. Establishment of conditions for the implementation of the decisions of the 

leadership groups. 
 

7. Establishment of security for voluntary returns to the sites of villages or 
other freely chosen locations. 

 
8. Full support for social and economic development, including measures to 

deal with the impact of climate changes, desertification, and, possibly, new 
resources provided from a vast subterranean aquifer announced by 
Egyptian scientists as underlying a large part of Darfur. 

 
9.  Maximum feasible autonomy for Darfur and an accountable government. 

 
10. The enactment of a significant degree of justice.34 

  
 
 
 Objections to the Implementation of a No-Fly Zone 
 
 
 1. It would prompt Bashir to abrogate the UNAMID-Hybrid Agreement. 
 
 We have questioned whether the UNAMID agreement is worth preserving 
since it serves to preclude the enactment of policies with more promise to bring 
stability or even to end the genocide. We argue that in agreeing to the Hybrid 
conditions, the UN is walking into a trap, abetted by an AU eager to maintain its 
place as a significant world leadership organization at any cost, including that of 
a genuine and durable peace in Darfur.35 
 
 At the same time, it might be suggested that a no-fly zone could be proposed 
as an interim measure until the full Hybrid force deployment is completed. To 
pursue the question further we consulted the military affairs analyst who was 
the principal drafter of the ICG Report of July 2005, “The AU's Mission in Darfur: 
Bridging the Gap,” which argued that NATO troops should be sent to Darfur 
until the full AU mission was deployed there. However, he discounted the idea 
that UNAMID could ever accomplish any of the objectives of the Intervening 
Parties. “There would be nothing at the other end of the bridge.” 

                                                
34 As the Nigerian human rights activist and writer Wole Soyinka has said, membership 
in a justice-seeking community is a fundamental part of being human. Elizabeth Neuffer 
has provided a striking illustration of the importance of justice to genocide victims in 
The Key to My Neighbor's House: Seeking Justice in Bosnia and Rwanda (New York, 2001). 
Even the full implementation of UN Resolution 1769 (31 July 2007) is unlikely to bring a 
measure of justice to the victim peoples of Darfur since the Resolution, and the "hybrid" 
compromise, depend upon the cooperation of President Omar Bashir, the chief 
perpetrator of the genocide. 
35 The most recent writing exposing the AU is Wasid Ali, "African Union Becoming a 
Tool in the Hands of Sudan in Darfur," Sudan Tribune, 13 August 2007. 
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 2. Threats to Humanitarian Aid Aircraft. 
   
 Critics of the NFZ option claim that such actions risk the accidental shooting 
down of planes carrying humanitarian aid, especially in view of the GoS practice 
of disguising its military aircraft as non-military aid or monitoring planes. 
However: 
 

a) Humanitarian aid flights were common in Bosnia. None was ever harmed. 
In fact, the research for this memorandum has not produced a single case of 
the accidental downing of a plane conducting aid missions by an NFZ-
enforcing or other NATO aircraft.              
 On other hand, American aircraft accidentally shot down a Blackhawk 
helicopter during the enforcement of the NFZ over Iraq. This accident 
influenced Lt Gen James “Bear” Chambers, the American commander of 
aircraft operations during Operation Deny Flight in Bosnia. He to decided 
that he would not authorize the shooting down of any violating Serb 
helicopter.36 

 
b) In order to operate within a NFZ, aircraft register with the enforcing 

authority and are given recognition codes. They are also usually required to 
file flight plans, which are sent to the AWACS. 

 
c) Critical aid flights or flights of officials could be escorted during their time 

over Darfur, as was sometimes done in Bosnia. 
 

d) An IFF (the Identification Friend or Foe) system using electronic 
identification (transponders, etc) can be installed in the NFZ. On the other 
hand, according to the air warfare experts consulted for this study, it is 
virtually certain that no NATO aircraft would shoot down another aircraft 
solely on the basis of IFF readings. Visual verification or other means 
would always come into play. Moreover, aid planes would have an 
additional factor of safety in the customary rules of engagement used in 
NFZs which specify that no aircraft will be shot down unless it is engaged 
in a hostile act. 

 
e) A visual identification is mandatory when the surveillance aircraft is 

closing. 
 

f) Wagging wings, warning passes, and other techniques can be used to force 
down a suspect plane without damaging it. These techniques were used in 
Bosnia in the case of Serb attack helicopters.37 

 

                                                
36 Bucknam, Responsibility of Command, 62-63. 
37 Ibid., 63-4 
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g) If the GoS airfields in Darfur are under surveillance, major threat to the 
zone would come from aircraft vectoring in from other bases in Sudan. 
Such aircraft could be detected, identified, and challenged. 

 
h) Unmanned, unarmed drone aircraft would likely be part of the surveillance 

system of a Darfur NFZ. 
 
 
 3. Threat of Retaliation Against aid workers, AU, UN troops, Expatriate 
 civilians in Khartoum. 
 
 If the GoS consents to the imposition of the NFZ, this threat can be considered 
minimal. 
 
 If the imposition of the NFZ is part of a non-consensual action policy, the 
probability of a hostile response from the GoS, and its intensity and 
characteristics will depend largely upon other aspects of this overall action 
policy. About four hundred NATO military monitors were taken hostage by the 
Bosnian Serb Army during the final phases of the campaign in Bosnia, but this 
was largely in response to bombing attacks on Serb military sites such as 
ammunition dumps that were themselves intended as replies to Serb violations 
of agreements to remove heavy weapons from the Sarajevo area.38 
 
 Planning for any non-consensual action in Darfur must necessarily take into 
consideration GoS retaliatory measures against expatriates and other aid 
workers. Concerns for the safety of aid workers and intervening troops might 
thus become again the single major hindrance to effective action to shut down 
a genocide.39 
 
 Khartoum's rhetoric has often been extremely elevated with regard to non-
consensual intervention. The matter of the likelihood and modalities of a jihadi or 
Sudanopatriotic reaction has been dealt with in a briefing offered to the principal 
recipients of this report on 1 June 2007. 
 
 The likelihood of a terrorist reaction by operatives inspired by Al Qaeda is not 
zero. Ayman al Zawahiri advocated it in April 2006. The Sudanese government 
has itself opposed al Qaeda on this matter, however, and, given its interest in not 

                                                
38 Ibid., 213-223. 
39 Brendan Simms, Unfinest Hour: Britain and the Destruction of Bosnia (London, 2001) 
argues that the safety of UNPROFOR troops provided a most welcome excuse for John 
Major's government to oppose more robust actions against the Serbs largely because that 
robust action was seen to come at the price of yielding control of the situation to NATO 
or to the United States. In testimony before the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
on 5 September 2005 the safety of the lightly armed, outnumbered, and poorly supplied 
AU forces was invoked by Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick and by NATO 
commander James Jones as the principal consideration for not giving the AU (or any 
other force, presumably) a stronger mandate to take action to protect civilians. 
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supporting something it cannot control, it is likely that they would not support 
Al-Qaeda terrorist activities in Darfur.40 
 
 In any case, an enforced NFZ raises the cost to the GoS of retaliation against 
any robust intervention policy since such actions on their part would threaten 
them with the loss of most of their air force as well as other assets. 
 
 
 4. The GoS would respond to a NFZ declaration by grounding all flights to 
 Darfur, thereby cutting off vital aid to victims. 
 
 A very high proportion of the aid delivered to Darfuri victims comes to Darfur 
from flights originating in Khartoum. The GoS, having learned to manipulate 
and profit from Operation Lifeline Sudan that brought humanitarian aid to the 
South, has incorporated aid flights into its financial structure by the fees it 
charges aid organizations and into its control structure by the strict regulation of 
the flights. 
 
 Planning for a NFZ must thus incorporate logistical planning that will 
substantially offset the probable cutoff of aid flights from Khartoum by radically 
expanding aid delivery capabilities via alternate routes such as air bases and 
overland routes through Chad. Recent reports indicate that France has already 
begun to beef up its logistical capabilities in Chad. A Berlin Airlift for Darfur 
should be part of near-term options. Both a former Chief of Staff of the US Air 
Force and the current Director of Plans (Policy Planning) at the Pentagon have 
informed the authors that such a project is well within the planning and logistical 
capabilities of NATO. 
 
 Our sources differed over whether Libya, long the site of overland trade and 
supply routes to Darfur, could play a significantly expanded role in such an 
operation. The answer may depend upon the independent power and policy 
positions of Seif Khaddafi, Muammar Khaddafi's less volatile, more Western-
oriented son. 
 
 
 5. The announcement of the implementation of a NFZ would cause rebel forces 
 to launch an offensive against GoS forces in the cities. 
 
 This consideration was raised at the Cornell University-sponsored 
international conference on non-consensual policies held in Slovenia on 28-30 
October 2006.41 In the report on that conference the matter of appropriate 
warnings was left to a Joint Darfur Planning Committee that would staff a 
"contact group" or other coalition.  Again, as in 3. above, the successful handling 

                                                
40 Andrew McGregor, "African Jihad: Al Qaeda in Darfur." Commentary. Canadian 
Institute of Strategic Studies, (April 2006). 
 
41 See "Plan B Progress Report" and "Questions for the JDPC" at 
www.weaversofthewind.org. 
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of the rebel reaction will depend upon political aspects of the overall plan of 
action. Rebels would be warned not to take advantage of a NFZ, just as all sides 
are warned not to take advantage of cease-fire arrangements. The likelihood of 
any of the rebel units heeding this warning depends on:  
 

1. The general nature of previous relations with the groups and the 
effectiveness of lines of communication established with them. 

 
2. The degree to which they trust that a protected assembly of leaders can 

occur in which the GoS will not be represented (officially, at least), rebel 
objectives can be subject to inter-rebel negotiations, and the maximum 
number of possible majority positions and detailed compromises can be 
worked out. 

 
3.  The degree to which they accept the principle that such a protected 

assembly should include non-rebel groups such as Rizeigat Arab leaders, 
Diaspora leaders, and leaders who have emerged from the IDP and EDP 
camps, in the event that offering such a meeting becomes agreed policy for 
the intervening actors. 

 
4. The effect of any "exemplary" air or coordinated air-ground attack on rebels 

raiding aid convoys or attacking other civilian targets. Rebels should be 
made aware that NFZ commanders are authorized to make such attacks, 
just as they are authorized to neutralize any rebel antiaircraft capabilities 
they perceive to be a significant threat. 

 
5. The degree to which, in general, rebel commanders calculate that they can 

gain more by cooperating than they risk by attacking. 
  
 
 
 Feasibility and Implementation Problems 
 
 NATO officers charged with African operations, experts at the Air University 
at Maxwell Air Force Base, a former undersecretary of defense, and five Air 
Force and Marine officers with operational experience in no-fly zones or other 
relevant operations have without exception confirmed the feasibility of 
implementing no-fly zones performing the three functions mentioned above in 
support of any of the six mission options listed (See also Appendix A). 
 
 
 1. Planning 
 
 Planning capacity is available both at the level of the NATO military 
committee and at European Command, which would be in charge of operations 
in Chad since the previously announced (American) Africa Command is not yet 
operational. Expert sources add that although Sudan comes within Central 
Command's area of responsibility, the Iraq and Afghan theaters already occupy 
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most of its planning capacity and it is likely that the European Command would 
be handed off the job. France has its own planning capacity at several levels and 
has the advantage of not being committed to operations in Iraq. 
 
 
 2. Basing 
 
 The most practical base for NFZ operations is the French-operated airfield at 
Abéché, Chad. The base at N'Djamena functions in coordination with the Abéché 
base, which is also an anchor point for humanitarian aid flights to southeast 
Chad and to parts of Darfur. As stated above, two weeks ago the French 
government announced the beefing up of its aid capacity in Abéché. 42 
 
 General McPeak argues in Appendix A that French bases in Chad are suitable 
for a NFZ. 
  
 A Navy Captain consulted for this memorandum has argued that NFZ flights 
over Darfur could also be launched from carriers in the Red Sea out of range of 
Sudan's Silkworm missiles,43 but he also suggested that Abéché would be less 
expensive. Other military sources argue on the contrary that running a NFZ from 
carriers in the Red Sea is not even feasible because of the necessary transit of 
Sudanese air space before arriving over Darfur. 
 
 The American (formerly French) base at Djibouti is also considered a possible 
basing site by some of the experts consulted for this study, but others dismiss 
this possibility for reasons similar to those given for downgraded the basing 
option on Red Sea carriers. 
 
 In both these Eastern options, refueling tankers would have to maneuver over 
Sudanese air space 
 
 Bases in GOSS (Juba government)  territory and in the Central African 
Republic should also be considered. 
 
 
 2. Air Supremacy 
 
 Studies of NFZ strategy have emphasized that the enforcing coalition should 
have air superiority if not air supremacy.44 NATO had not established full air 
supremacy in Bosnia, a fact that gave rise to difficulties detailed in Bucknam's 

                                                
42 A major increase in security forces at Abéché is a requirement accepted by all experts 
consulted. The World Food Program warehouse at Abéché was thoroughly looted in 
November 2006, for example. 
43 The HY-2 Silkworm missiles currently possessed by the GoS have a 95km range and a 
513kg payload. 
44 Benard, "Lessons," loc. cit., 460-461. 
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study.45  According to the Center for Nonproliferation Studies, in April 2006 the 
Sudanese Air Force possessed 12 MIG-29s, 2 MIG-23s, 28 MIG-21s (14 in service, 
12 on order), 9 MIG-19s, 9 MIG 17s, 12 F-6s 7 F5Fs (0 in service), and 2 F5Es (0 in 
service).46  Amnesty International reported two months ago that three Chinese-
made A-5 "Fan-Tan" fighter-bombers were spotted parked on the El Fashir 
airstrip. 
 
 SAM missiles in service should also be counted as relevant to the 
establishment of air supremacy or superiority. One of the experts consulted for 
this report stated that suppressing them would have to be a priority mission for 
aircraft assigned to the NFZ.47 He considered that this operation "would have to 
be backed up by a forceful UNSC resolution." On the other hand, we note that in 
the case of suppression of antiaircraft activity in the Kosovo intervention, a 
successful action against genocide in the making, no UN authorization was ever 
voted.  As the slogan goes, "If we did it for Kosovo, why can't we do it for 
Darfur?" 
 
 The principal readers of this memorandum will in any case have access to 
fuller and more current information about Sudanese anti-aircraft capabilities 
than do the authors. 
 
 
 3. Costs of Implementation 
 

a) The opportunity cost of a NFZ over Darfur must be considered. In 
Operation DENY FLIGHT, for example, all of the AWACs systems in 
service were engaged and thus were not available for other duty. At the 
same time, certain assets not available to the American Air Force in other 
circumstances may become available for a Darfur NFZ. Leaders of the 
influential Canadian Darfur activist organization STAND-Canada have 
recommended that 18 Canadian CA F-18s be put at the service of a coalition 
operating in Darfur (See also Appendices A and B). 

 
b) Ten years ago, after conducting research on the impact of the thousands of 

repetitive and routine sorties made in support of DENY FLIGHT, 
NORTHERN WATCH and SOUTHERN WATCH, Maj. David Ellis 
concluded that the years of NFZ implementation had degraded the pilots' 
readiness for actual combat missions.48 

 
 

                                                
45 This was especially true with regard to Serb helicopters, which learned quickly that 
NATO was reluctant or unable to down them. After the first 100 intercepts, they 
successfully ignored the NFZ. Bucknam, Responsibility of Command, 63-64. 
46 "WMD in the Middle East." www.cns.miis.edu  
47 A10 ground attack aircraft and, especially, AC130 gunships are vulnerable to various 
types of anti-aircraft missile. 
48 Major David Ellis, "Readiness and the No-Fly Zone: Can We Have Both?" Global 
Security, 1997. www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/report/1997/Ellis.htm 
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 4. Mission Clarity 
 
 Sources consulted for this study have emphasized repeatedly that procedures, 
rules of engagement, and protocols specified for the NFZ must be carefully 
matched to an unambiguous mission clearly acceded to by all members of the 
enforcing coalition. This NFZ mission must in turn be matched to a clear overall 
political mission of the intervention. In the far-from-certain case that any of the 
genocide-ending objectives listed above (6. -10.) commands the acceptance of the 
members of the intervening coalition, the objectives of the NFZ must be specified 
with special clarity since the time frames for the achievement of these objectives 
is far longer than for objectives 1-4.49  As Benard puts it, a "termination strategy” 
is essential.50 
 
 Without these matchups of clear overall political mission, clear 
procedures/rules of engagement, and clear NFZ mission this kind of no-fly zone 
risks becoming a perpetual patrol that is making a diminishing contribution to 
the accomplishment of the overall mission. In the case of DENY FLIGHT, 
although the relevant air commands retained the capacity to carry out 
enforcement missions such as the shootdown of four Serb Galeb aircraft on 28 
February 1994, the actions that most contributed to the final ceasefire and the 
Dayton Peace Accord were part of Operation DELIBERATE FORCE (August-
September 1995), not the No-Fly Zone operation, DENY FLIGHT.51 
 
 The case of Saddam Hussein's 1996 incursion into NFZ territory where the 
two Kurdish factions were engaged in battle illustrates how members of a 
coalition with different priorities can exploit loopholes and tolerances in the 
military and diplomatic agreements governing the overall political mission of the 
NFZ. Hussein had been warned by NATO not to send his forces into the area, 
but direct action against him by the aircraft enforcing the NFZ was thwarted by 
the wording of the operative UNSC Resolution (688) that authorized pilots to 
attack Iraqi targets only "whenever they [the pilots] were threatened."  Only 
missile sites or aircraft, not Saddam's ground troops, were permissible targets. 
 
 Moreover, Turkey indicated that it would not support military action against 
Hussein's forces in northern Iraq and would deny America use of its bases.  At 
the same time, Egypt supported Hussein's position, arguing that he should be 
allowed to carry out his operations in northern Iraq since no UN resolution 
specifically prohibited Iraqi forces from operating anywhere in the country. 52 

                                                
49 Objective 5., providing security for assemblies of leaders, would have a more limited 
time frame if its operations were based on the Bonn or Dayton models. 
50 Benard, "Lessons," loc.cit., 463. Benard, 467, notes in regard to NORTHERN WATCH 
"it is not certain whether policy-makers knew exactly what the goals of the no-fly zones 
were." 
51 Bucknam, Responsibility of Command, 129-130, 273-301. 
52 Benard, "Lesson," loc. cit., 466. 
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Only the President Clinton's decision to fire cruise missiles in Operation DESERT 
STRIKE caused Hussein to withdraw.53 
 
 
 5. Gresham's Law of Joint Actions 
 
 Insisting upon mission clarity can also be justified by the previous experience 
of UN-NATO joint action in Bosnia, not only in DENY FLIGHT but in all "dual-
key” actions involving uniformed and civilian UN commanders as well as NATO 
officers and the civilian officials of the defense ministries of the individual NATO 
member countries.  A variety of Gresham's Law ruled most of the time in the 
decision-making.  Regardless of the level of threat or ongoing destruction of 
civilian lives and property, advocates of the most risk-averse, least forceful 
policies, connected to the most limiting rules of engagement, tended to win the 
day at the conference tables. Those officials acting on behalf of the UN regularly 
opted for interpretations of general directives that privileged a passive 
"neutrality" over enforcement actions that in most instances entailed anti-Serb 
measures. Policies manifestly ineffective in preventing further Serb war crimes 
regularly drove out policies that were clearly more likely to produce a positive 
result.  The best-known case concerns actions at Srebrenica, where Yasushi 
Akashi, the UN's most senior official in Bosnia, refused to ask for NATO air 
strikes against the attacking Serbs.54  In a smaller but significant number of cases, 
robust enforcement operations were limited or canceled by pressure from 
officials in the defense ministries of NATO countries, a pattern Bucknam finds 
highly worrisome.55 
 
  
 If the African Union, the United Nations, and individual states (and possibly 
NATO and the EU) together directly participate in any policy actions in Darfur 
resulting in the institution of No-Fly Zones, the likelihood that a unitary, clear, 
conflict-free  "chain of command" will govern all actions in a way to most 
effectively implement UN resolutions or other international directives is not 
great.  In any case, mission clarity is difficult to maintain in any large-scale, long-
term operation involving such diverse actors and interests. Formal distinctions of 
rank, title, or job description often become currencies of shifting and sometimes 
uncertain value in the dynamic daily pressures of a complex and high-stakes 
situation. To ensure the optimal contribution of a NFZ to the accomplishment of 
any of the mission options listed above, therefore, it may thus be most 
productive to give priority to four actions: 
 

                                                
53 Ibid., 465-467. Benard argues that this failure to use force within in the framework of 
the NFZ "permanently damaged the credibility of the no-fly zones." 
54 Of many accounts, Adam LeBor's Complicity with Evil: The United Nations in the Age of 
Modern Genocide  (New Haven, 2006), focuses most clearly upon the disastrous effects of 
the UN's control of one of the decision-making keys. 
55 Bucknam, Responsibility of Command. Is the most detailed study of the operation of the 
"dual key" and the destructive consequences of its frequent failure to unlock decisive 
countergenocidal actions? Benard, loc. cit., 471 supports Bucknam's critique. 
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1. The constitution of a well-resourced, well financed, and carefully 
publicized high-level joint planning agency that will place active research 
on the costs and benefits of no-fly zones high on its agenda. It is possible, if 
not very likely, that observing the quality and level of activity of this 
agency will in itself confront Sudanese observers with a credible threat and 
causes them to modify their behavior.56            
 An especially important agenda item for this planning agency would be 
the construction of a media relations plan. The GoS media management and 
information control on the matter of Darfur have far outclassed those of any 
other state.57 

 
2. One of the military experts consulted for this report, in addition to warning 

that no-fly zones can become tempting panaceas, substitutes for more 
effective but riskier and costlier ground actions, emphasized that in a 
complex joint action like a NFZ, the designation an accepted "lead" country 
can be critical in solving chain of command and duel key problems. 

 
3. The drafting of a set of rules of engagement consistent with both chosen 

mission and overall political goals.              
 Gen. Wesley Clark 's successful 1999 campaign to stop Milosevic's 
destruction in Kosovo was conducted in joint framework, the NATO 
alliance, but one in which the United Nations did not have a role until the 
countergenocidal mission had been accomplished. He offers the following 
formulation to escape the worst outcomes of "dual key" situations: Allow 
the coalition aircraft to enforce "the cessation of any activities that it deems 
a potential threat to itself OR its mission OR to another Party."58  Such 
institutionalized trust in the individual pilot's judgment is perhaps the best 
way to counter GoS predictable attempts to exploit ambiguities and 
differences of approach within the enforcing coalition.      
 Military experts consulted for this study have assured us that rules of 
engagement can be made clear and tight, and have often appeared to 
operate effectively in this way in high-tempo combat conducted by NATO 
forces. 

 
4. A well resourced and unhurried consideration of the connections between 

the overall political goals of the intervention  (chosen from 1-10 above) and 
the NFZ missions (chosen from options 2-6).  

 
 
 In other words, planners of a NFZ must ask themselves what they hope the 
no-fly zone will accomplish in the near term and in the long run. What exactly 

                                                
56 See also "Questions for the JDPC [Joint Darfur Planning Committee] at 
www.weaversofthewind.org 
57 For information about international media coverage of Darfur since 2003, see the 
briefings on the subject delivered in Washington by Charles Merchant and Janet Massa 
on 1 June 2007. 
58 Wesley Clark, Waging Modern War: Bosnia, Kosovo, and the Future of Combat. (New York, 
2002), 10. 
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would we expect the GoS to do if intervening forces bombed its air bases upon 
determining that GoS helicopters or bombers had attacked a village or an IDP 
camp? Will a policy, which has enforcing a no-fly zone as one of its elements, 
really deter the GoS from accomplishing its main objectives in Darfur, driven as 
they are by the two powerful dynamics of Arabization and power/resource 
maximization by the central elite? Or will the Bashir regime continue its deadly, 
culture-crushing marginalization of peoples outside the Khartoum region while 
the post-modern skyscrapers and luxurious malls rise in the capital? 
 
 Since ground troops (janjaweed militias, PDF, SAF, GoS police, Security and 
Intelligence forces) now do most of the damage and create most of the insecurity, 
how would a NFZ operate against this? A10 ground attack aircraft or AC 130 
gunships supported and guided by small numbers of highly mobile special 
operations personnel on the ground could do much to neutralize these ground 
threats, but from whence would come their mandate and rules of engagement, 
and what would they do to prevent the creation of another Gaza Strip in the 
Chadian-Sudanese desert? 
 
 The deficiencies of American planning for assistance to a post-Saddam 
Hussein Iraq have long been evident.  The authors of this report hope that a 
similar mistake will not be made by America, France, Britain, Canada, or any 
other intervening states. 
 
 
 
 Afterword  
 
 For further specification of what the authors consider the optimal outcome of 
intervening actions, the construction and protection of a Sudan in which its 
constituent regions have a substantial measure of control over their own destiny 
and over the sharing of the entire country's income, see Appendix C, Comment 
on ICG Report "A Strategy for a Comprehensive Peace in Sudan" 
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APPENDIX A 
 

 
No-fly zone could break the Darfur log-jam 
 
By Merrill A. McPeak 
 
 On 17 June Sudan proclaimed an end to its opposition to a United Nations-
commanded peacekeeping force. UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
acknowledged that the breakthrough "could yet come undone" and that even if 
the deployment went ahead as soon as possible (in 2008), "the fighting will 
probably go on" until then. 
 The force of about 23,000 will not be able to protect civilians on the ground 
even if Khartoum keeps its word, and Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir's 
word, thus far, inspires little confidence. He has strung the international 
community along, breaking commitment after commitment, throughout the war 
in Darfur.  
 His use of the term "unconditional" to characterise Sudan's acceptance of the 
ground force is sophistry. Al-Bashir has forced the international community to 
accept a 'hybrid force' with the African Union (which last year declared itself 
unequal to the task of civilian protection), rather than the UN Chapter VII force 
mandated by the Security Council. 
 He has held up deployment of this hybrid force in attenuated 'phases'. To this 
day, Sudanese officials claim that the force will have a peacekeeping mandate - 
rather than one that can actively intervene to protect civilians from the 
depredations of the Sudanese-backed Janjaweed militia, or other armed groups. 
 International pressure for civilian protection has been reduced without 
Khartoum having to give away a thing in the immediate term.  
 A no-fly zone, operated from France's air bases in neighbouring Chad, should 
be launched as a down-payment on full co-operation by Khartoum. This would 
help ensure that the UN-commanded ground force would be deployed as soon 
as the contributions can be collected from UN members. 
 Last month French General Henri Bentegeat, head of the EU Military 
Committee, called a no-fly zone "technically impossible - Darfur is around the 
same size as France". At least 60 combat aircraft would be required, he said, and 
there would be potential confusion among Sudanese and other aircraft: "The only 
viable solution is to deploy a very large force that would throw a security net 
around the region.'' 
 Our view is that a much smaller number of fighter aircraft, perhaps 12-18, plus 
tankers and AWACS radar control aircraft to direct them would be enough to 
mount a credible no-fly operation. It could be accomplished very rapidly, given 
the amount of NATO and EU tactical aviation available. The French airbases at 
Abéché and N'Djamena in Chad, which field Mirage fighter jets, should be able 
to handle this operation. Air refueling would eliminate Darfur's area as an 
operational impediment. Commercial aviation would have to be re-routed. 
 While Sudan has modern Russian MiG-29s in its arsenal, its attacks on ground 
targets in Darfur have been mounted with Antonov transport aircraft fitted as 
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bombers and Mi-24 attack helicopters. Its combat aviation and air defence 
capabilities are no match for NATO airpower.  
 Bentegeat seems to think there is a choice to be made between a no-fly zone 
and a sufficient ground force in Darfur. Yet it seems far more likely that 
mounting a no-fly zone now would deter Sudanese belligerent aviation and 
transport of combatant personnel to Darfur. Sudanese ground forces, both 
irregular and regular, would be at risk under unfriendly skies for the first time in 
their four-year campaign to depopulate Darfur. 
 Only the most gullible can believe that Omar al-Bashir will allow an infantry 
force into Darfur without further obstructionism. If we are serious about 
protecting civilians, we cannot merely wait to see if Khartoum is serious. We 
should leave it no other option.  
 France's policy is the pivotal factor, given its infrastructure in Chad. Both 
President Nicolas Sarkozy and Foreign Minister Bernard Kouchner have called 
for more effective action on Darfur. France has begun humanitarian aid flights to 
eastern Chad. The problem is not one of capability or availability of requisite 
airpower. It remains, as it has for three years now, one of political will. 
 
General Merrill A. McPeak was US Air Force chief of staff in 1990-94. He 
oversaw Operation Desert Storm and the Iraqi and Adriatic no-fly zones. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 

Top EU soldier says Darfur no-fly zone unworkable 
 
By Mark John 
 
Reuters UK, Tuesday, May 22, 2007 11:54AM BST 
 
 
BRUSSELS (Reuters) - A U.S.-backed proposal to stop Sudanese military aircraft 
flying over the war-ravaged western region of Darfur is technically unworkable, 
a top European Union soldier said on Tuesday. 
 
President George W. Bush raised the prospect last month and Britain wants the 
U.N. Security Council to impose a no-fly zone on Sudan as part of sanctions 
including broadening an arms ban. 
 
But General Henri Bentegeat, the Frenchman who heads the EU's top military 
body, said the size of the 500,000-square-km (200,000-square-mile) territory made 
such a plan unfeasible. 
 
"A no-fly zone is technically impossible. Darfur is around the same size as 
France," Bentegeat, who heads the EU Military Committee on which the bloc's 27 
member states coordinate defence policy, told Reuters in an interview. 
 
"You would need at least 60 combat aircraft to enforce it correctly. And there 
would be the question of distinguishing between helicopters," Bentegeat warned 
of possibly lethal confusion between Sudanese, U.N. and other aircraft. 
 
He said there was no alternative to maintaining pressure on Khartoum to let 
international troops join a 7,000-strong African Union force that has so far failed 
to quell the violence. 
 
"Darfur has descended into chaos," said Bentegeat, whose postings in the French 
army included Senegal and Djibouti. "The only viable solution is the deployment 
of a very large force that would throw a security net around the region." 
 
The United Nations says 200,000 people have been killed and more than 2 
million displaced in the Darfur conflict, which flared in 2003 when rebels took up 
arms against the government. 
 
Sudan has agreed to accept just 3,500 U.N. personnel on top of the AU force but 
the full peace plan calls for a "hybrid force" of over 20,000. 
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GAZA ROLE? 
 
Bentegeat's comments reflect international exasperation at President Omar 
Hassan al-Bashir's resistance to the plan. China, with major oil interests in Sudan, 
has used its veto in the U.N. Security Council to resist deployment of foreign 
peacekeepers. 
 
The stalemate has hamstrung Western efforts to ease the conflict, with the 
European Union and NATO only providing basic support to the AU mission 
ranging from cash to logistical help. 
 
Bentegeat took over the EU Military Committee last year and oversaw the launch 
this year of EU "battle groups", 1,500-strong multinational battalions that can 
deploy at a few days' notice. 
 
He said there were no current plans to dispatch a battle group to any hotspot 
around the world and that a number of European nations complained missions 
from Iraq and Afghanistan to Lebanon and the Balkans stretched their armies. 
 
"Given the overstretch, it would have to be a real emergency situation to send 
one," he said. 
 
Bentegeat said there had been no discussion in Brussels of the possibility of 
sending international peacekeepers to Gaza after new signs from Israel that it 
could accept such a force under certain conditions. 
 
However he said the keenness of European nations last year to provide troops 
for an expanded U.N. force in southern Lebanon after its war with Israel showed 
European capitals were ready in principle to consider joining any future force. 
 
"I think that conceptually speaking it would be an appropriate mission for the 
European Union. And there would be no problem as far as participants either," 
he said. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Comment on ICG Report “A Strategy for a Comprehensive Peace in Sudan” 
 
 
 Darfur could set an example of an arrangement that would save Sudan and 
bring a comprehensive peace.  
 
 An arrangement whereby a broad leadership group of Darfuris, including all 
the groups mentioned in our reports (posted at www.weaveresofthewind.org), 
NOT just rebel leaders, established an interim administration in Darfur that was 
backed up by a no-fly zone and whatever outside ground troops were needed, 
could be the first step. The representatives of this new administration could then 
negotiate with Khartoum about national income distribution, transportation 
systems, and justice matters. The key, of course, is that Khartoum be EXCLUDED 
from these initial broad organizational meetings of rebels, Diaspora leaders, 
leaders who have emerged in the camps, Darfuris from Khartoum and the East, 
Rizeigat sheikhs and other Darfuri Arab leaders, janjaweed leaders, and others.   
 
 The Taliban were excluded from the meeting in Bonn in Nov-Dec 2001, after 
all. And at least one of the UN officials who helped make that German gathering 
a successful meeting has promised us he would help make sure that a "Darfuri 
Bonn” did not degenerate into an Abuja. 
 
 To get Khartoum to acquiesce in that kind of meeting, the only kind that could 
produce a long-term settlement such as Dave Mozersky envisions here, will 
probably take the simultaneous imposition of a no-fly zone and the targeted 
personal and economic sanctions long advocated by the ICG, the ENOUGH 
project, STAND, and others.   
 
 Humanitarian organizations worry that Khartoum, in response, would cut off 
all flights from Khartoum (where many of their planes load up) and shut down 
much of their operation. Intervening governments should thus assist them in 
beefing up the supply network anchored in Abéché (Chad), Nigeria (overland), 
and Libya.  They should supply these governments with estimates of what 
tonnage will be required to supply victims and their own aid workers. A Berlin 
Airlift for Darfur (and Chadians, too) until Khartoum decides to deal for real.  
 
 The recent changes in EU/French/American relations with Libya could mean 
that Libya would cooperate in such an exercise. Plugging in Richard Branson’s  
"Elders,"* which includes Nelson Mandela, who has considerable influence with 
Khaddafi, might also help in this case. 
 
 Once other regions who have suffered from Khartoum's policies see that 
Darfur has a significant degree of genuine autonomy, and that international 
would-be interveners have overcome their risk-aversion and their willing self-
deception that Khartoum would ever allow a UN-AU hybrid force to do 
anything to end the radical diminishing of peoples and cultures that Bashir's 
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regime has perpetrated there, these folks in the East, Kordofan, Nubia, Nuba 
Mountains, and elsewhere may be ready to start dealing themselves. 
 
 Sudan might move to a genuine federalism as opposed to the phony 
federalism they have played with in the past.  But it will take a willingness of 
outsiders to risk political, human, and economic assets in order to accomplish 
this. And so far not a single country has shown an interest in taking such a risk. 
Merely to end a genocide. 
  
 *Desmond Tutu, Jimmy Carter, Kofi Annan, Mary Robinson and others. 
 
 
 
  
  
 


